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Introduction. All these problems deal with solving minimization problems. The basic method
is:

1. Set up a functional that should be minimized. (Length, time,. . . )

2. Find the directional derivative of this functional with respect to atrial or test function. This
derivative should be zero forall trial functions.

3. Use partial integration and the fundamental theorem for the calculus of variations to turn
this into an ODE.

4. Solve the ODE.

Problem 1.1 The Length of a Curve

This problem addresses techniques covered in [NPDE, Sect. 1.2.2], [NPDE, Sect. 1.2.3], and
[NPDE, Sect. 1.3.1]:

• Construction of a continuous “energy functional” from a discrete model by a continuum
limit

• Derivation of the variational equation satisfied by every minimizer of the “energy func-
tional”

If you do not remember these techniques well, please study the corresponding sections of the
lecture material before tackling this problem.

The length of a curveu : [0, 1] 7→ R
2 is given by

ℓ(u) =

∫ 1

0

‖u′(ξ)‖dξ, (1.1.1)

see [NPDE, Sect. 1.2.1]. In this problem, we derive this formula from a“discrete curve model,”
namely a polygonal approximation consisting of a union of line segments.
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(1.1a) The polygonP (n) is the union of the line segments

P (n) =
n

⋃

i=0

[u(ξ
(n)
i ),u(ξ

(n)
i+1)]

whereξ
(n)
i = i

n+1
for i = 0, . . . , n + 1. The total length ofP (n) is

ℓ(P (n)) =
n

∑

i=0

∥

∥u(ξ
(n)
i ) − u(ξ

(n)
i+1)

∥

∥.

Derive (1.1.1) by means of a limiting process asn → ∞.

HINT: Use Taylor expansion as in [NPDE, Eq. (1.2.13)].

(1.1b) Givena ∈ R
2, b ∈ R

2, let V stand for the space of curves with fixed endpoints

V := {v ∈ (C1
pw([0, 1]))2, v(0) = a, v(1) = b} .

Derive the variational equation satisfied by every minimizer u∗ of ℓ(u) overV .

HINT: Use [NPDE, Eq. (1.3.3)] and proceed as in the derivation of [NPDE, Eq. (1.3.6)]. Do not
forget to specify the trial space.

(1.1c) Show that the function

ξ 7→ (1 − ξ)a + ξb , 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 ,

satisfies the variational problem derived in sub-problem (1.1c).

Problem 1.2 The Brachistochrone Problem (Core problem)

This task retraces all the essential considerations employed in elastic string modeling in class
for a different problem from classical mechanics. The purpose of this problem is to practice all
the techniques introduced in [NPDE, Sect. 1.2.2], [NPDE, Sect. 1.2.3], [NPDE, Sect. 1.3.1], and
[NPDE, Sect. 1.3.3]. In addition, it involves some MATLAB implementation and calculus drill
(which will not do you any harm).

The Brachistochrone Problemis a classical problem of variational calculus, already tackled by
Newton and Bernoulli in the 17th century: Given two pointsa, b ∈ R

2, such thata2 > b2, we are
looking for a curveu = (u1, u2)

T : [0, 1] → R
2 connectinga to b so that a ball rolling down the

curveu reachesb in minimal time.

Following our approach to the modeling of an elastic string in [NPDE, Sect. 1.2.2], we first
consider an approximate discrete model in order to arrive ata continuous minimization problem
describing the Brachistochrone Problem by a limit process.

The discrete model approximates the Brachistochrone curve by a polygon; letui for i = 0, . . . , N+
1 be points (knots) along the curve, withu0 = a anduN+1 = b, so that there areN “free” points.
To find the speedv of the ball at a pointu, we assume that the ball starts at rest and appeal to
conservation of total (kinetic and potential) energy. Thus, in non-dimensional form already, we
have for its speed

v(u)2 = a2 − u2 =⇒ v(u) =
√

a2 − u2; .
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In the following, we will assumea2 = 0, so thatv(u) =
√−u2. Note that this, of course, requires

u2 < 0.

Each segment[ui,ui+1] has length‖ui −ui+1‖, and we approximate the speed of the ball on this
segment by the constant speed

vi :=

√

−1

2
(ui

2 + ui+1
2 ) , i = 0, . . . , N .

This means that the timeti it takes the ball to cross segment[ui,ui+1] is approximately

ti(u
i,ui+1) :=

‖ui+1 − ui‖
vi

=

√

‖ui − ui+1‖2

−1
2
(ui

2 + ui+1
2 )

,

and the total time required for rolling along the curve is

TN(u1, . . . ,uN) =
N

∑

i=0

ti(u
i,ui+1) .

The knot positions of the optimal polygon minimizeTN(u1, . . . ,uN).

(1.2a) Write a MATLAB function

time = time(u, a, b)

that accepts argumentsa andb (2 × 1-vectors) andu (a 2N × 1-vector) containingu1, . . . ,uN

stacked on top each other. It should compute and returnTN(u).

HINT: Use the MATLAB functionreshape to convertu to anN × 2-matrix instead, i.e.

u = reshape(u, 2, N);

Other useful MATLAB functions arediff andsum.

In order to efficiently minimize the functiontime we will also require the gradient ofTN .

(1.2b) Show that the gradients ofti with respect toui andui+1 are

grad
u

i ti = − 1

(ui
2 + ui+1

2 )2ti

[

2(ui
2 + ui+1

2 )(ui − ui+1) − ‖ui − ui+1‖2

(

0
1

)]

grad
u

i+1 ti = − 1

(ui
2 + ui+1

2 )2ti

[

2(ui
2 + ui+1

2 )(ui+1 − ui) − ‖ui − ui+1‖2

(

0
1

)]

.

HINT: You may use the fact thatgrad
x
‖x − y‖2 = 2(x − y). Otherwise, this is an exercise in

the rules of differentiation (chain rule, quotient rule).

(1.2c) Show that the gradient ofTN regarded as a functionR2N 7→ R is the2N -vector

grad
u
TN(u) =











grad
u

1 t0 + grad
u

1 t1
grad

u
2 t1 + grad

u
2 t2

...
grad

u
N tN−1 + grad

u
N tN











.
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(1.2d) Write a MATLAB function

dt = difftime(u, a, b)

that accepts the same arguments as the functiontime in sub-problem (1.2a), and returns the
gradient as a2N -vector.

HINT: Use the MATLAB functionreshape to convertu to anN × 2-matrix instead, i.e.

u = reshape(u, 2, N);

Other useful MATLAB functions arediff andsum.

Our policy is to use a successive minimization-refinement algorithm. that is, we want to solve the
minimization problem forT1 using just a single free point betweena andb. Then, we can divide
each curve segment into two by inserting its midpoint as a newknot of the polygon, and solve the
minimization problem again forT3, and so on.

(1.2e) To this end, write a MATLAB function

newu = refine(u, a, b)

that accepts the same arguments as the functiontime in sub-problem (1.2a) (withu of length
2N ), and returns the extendedu-vector of length4N + 2.

(1.2f) Write a MATLAB script

minimize

that solves the Brachistochrone problem fora = (0, 0)T , b = (6,−1)T using the successive
minimization-refinement technique described earlier. Usethe midpoint(3,−0.5) as your initial
guess foru1.

To solve the minimization problems in MATLAB, you may use the builtin MATLAB function
fminunc from MATLAB’s optimization toolbox in the following way:

options = optimset(’GradObj’, ’on’);
u = fminunc(@minfunc, u, options);

Here,minfunc must be a function that takesonly u as argument (nota or b), and returns the
function value and the gradient. See the provided code template for details.

HINT: If you are tired offminuncwriting gibberish to your console, you can provide the options
options = optimset(’GradObj’, ’on’, ’Display’, ’off’);

HINT: For more information aboutfminunc, typehelp fminunc in MATLAB.

HINT: You can use the supplied functionplot curve to draw your curve.

(1.2g) Now we tackle the continuum limitN → ∞ for the polygon model. Please study again
[NPDE, Sect. 1.2.3], where the corresponding considerations arepursued for the mass-spring
model of an elastic string.
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(1.2h) As in [NPDE, Figure 10] assume that the pointsui lie on a smooth curveu : [0, 1] → R
2,

i.e. that

ui = u(ξi) = u(
i

N + 1
).

Show that in the limitN → ∞, we get

T (u) := lim
N→∞

TN(u1, . . . ,uN) =

∫ 1

0

‖u′(ξ)‖
√

−u2(ξ)
dξ . (1.2.1)

(1.2i) Analogous to [NPDE, Sect. 1.3.1] derive the variational problem arising from the mini-
mization ofT (u) from 1.2.1 over the space of curves

V := {v ∈ (C1
pw([0, 1]))2, v(0) = a, v(1) = b} .

HINT: Use [NPDE, Eq. (1.3.3)] and the Taylor expansion

1√
−x − th

=
1√
−x

(

1 − 1
2
t
h

x

)

+ O(t2) .

(1.2j) Using integration by parts as in [NPDE, Sect. 1.3.3] derive the differential equation
(Euler-Lagrange equation) spawned by the variational problem obtained in sub-problem (1.2i).

(1.2k) Show that the cycloid curve

u(ξ) =

(

πξ − sin(πξ)
cos(πξ) − 1

)

, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 , (1.2.2)

satisfies the differential equation found in sub-problem (1.2j).

(1.2l) Finally, as in [NPDE, Rem. 1.4.11], we switch to a graph description of the curve and
re-parameterize the integral (1.2.1) using the variablex = u1(ξ). For this to work, we assume
that the functionu1 maps[0, 1] one-to-one and onto[a1, b1]. (It is sufficient, for example, that
u′

1(ξ) > 0 everywhere.) Then, there exists an inverse

ξ : [a1, b1] → [0, 1]

so thatu1(ξ(x)) = x. Now, definey(x) = u2(ξ(x)). Then(x, y(x)) is thegraph for the curveu
on thex-interval [a1, b1].

Show that under this parametrization, (1.2.1) becomes

T (y) =

∫ b1

a1

√

1 + y′(x)2

−y(x)
dx .

HINT: Use the chain rule to express∂xu2(ξ(x)) and∂xu1(ξ(x)), see [NPDE, Eq. (1.4.14)]. Also
apply the transformation formula for integrals (“integration by substitution”) [NPDE, Eq. (1.4.15)].

Listing 1.1: Testcalls for Problem 1.2
1 test_time = time([3;-3], [0;0], [6;-1])
2 test_difftime = difftime([3;-3], [0;0], [6;-1])’
3 test_extend = extend([3;-3], [0;0], [6;-1])’
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Listing 1.2: Output for Testcalls for Problem 1.2

1 test_time =
2

3 6.0136
4

5 test_difftime =
6

7 -0.0110 -0.0735
8

9 test_extend =
10

11 1.5000 -1.5000 3.0000 -3.0000 4.5000 -2.0000

Problem 1.3 A Quadratic Minimization Problem (Core problem)

In [NPDE, Sect. 1.3] we studied the conversion of a minimization problem for a functionalJ :
V 7→ R on a spaceV of functions on an interval, firstly, into a variational problem, and, secondly,
into a two-point boundary value problem. This problem revisits these steps in the simple setting
already discussed in [NPDE, Rem. 1.4.3]. You will also learn about the key notion ofconvexity
of a functional, [1, Def. 5.5.2]. This problem addresses only theory.

Here we consider the functional

J :







C1
0,pw([0, 1]) 7→ R

u 7→
1
∫

0

(1 + x2)
(

du
dx

(x)
)2 − u(x) dx

(1.3.1)

(1.3a) Show that the functionalJ from (1.3.1) isstrictly convex, that is, that

J(λu + (1 − λ)v) < λJ(u) + (1 − λ)J(v) ∀u, v ∈ C1
0,pw([0, 1]), u 6= v, ∀0 < λ < 1 .

(1.3.2)

(1.3b) Use the result of subproblem (1.3a) to confirm that any globalminimizer ofJ must be
unique.

(1.3c) Following [NPDE, Sect. 1.4], derive a variational equation from the minimization prob-
lem forJ from (1.3.1).

(1.3d) Is the variational equation derived in the previous subproblem linear (compare with
[NPDE, Rem. 1.4.5])?

(1.3e) As in [NPDE, Sect. 1.3.25], under suitable smoothness assumptions on the functions, find
the two-point boundary value problem spawned by the variational problem from subproblem (1.3c).

(1.3f) Determine an analytic solution of the two-point boundary value problem found in the
previous sub-problem.

HINT: Solve this task by evaluating two integrals and setting theintegrations constants to make
the boundary conditions hold. The graph should look like Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: A plot of the solution to subproblem (1.3f).

Problem 1.4 A Non-Quadratic Minimization Problem

[NPDE, Sect. 1.3] starts from minimization problem for a functional J : V 7→ R on a space
V of functions on an interval and converts it into a variational problem, and, finally, into a two-
point boundary value problem. We follow the same steps in this problem in order to practice the
fundamental techniques of variational calculus. We will also come across the notion ofconvexity
of a functional, [1, Def. 5.5.2]. This problem does not ask you for MATLAB implementation,
but please repeat the material in [NPDE, Sect. 1.3.1] and [NPDE, Sect. 1.3.3] unless you are very
familiar with it.

We start from the minimization problem

u∗ = argmin
u∈C1

0,pw([0,1])

∫ 1

0

cosh(u′(ξ)) − ξ · u(ξ) dξ. (1.4.1)

It involves the hyperbolic cosine

cosh(x) =
1

2
(ex + e−x), x ∈ R. (1.4.2)

(1.4a) Show that the functioncosh : R → R is strictly convex,cf. (1.3.2).

HINT: You may assume thatx 7→ ex is strictly convex.

(1.4b) Show that (1.4.1) has a unique solution.

HINT: Recall the approach from subproblem (1.3b).

(1.4c) As in [NPDE, Sect. 1.3.1], find the variational problem that is equivalent to (1.4.1).

(1.4d) Study [NPDE, Rem. 1.4.5] and decide whether the variational equation derived in the
previous sub-problem is linear. Please explain your answer.

(1.4e) Convert the variational problem of subproblem (1.4c) into anappropriate two-point bound-
ary value problem. You may assume that all relevant functions are sufficiently smooth, see
[NPDE, Rem. 1.3.26].
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(1.4f) What is the analytic solution of the two-point boundary valueproblem from the previous
sub-problem?

HINT: The solution is found by integrating and applyingarcsinh in a suitable way.

Published on February 22.

To be submitted on March 3.
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